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Corpbite is known as the best 
fast-growing leading catering 
company in India. There are 

11 brands under Cropbite as of now 
and spreading rapidly in pan India.

To know more about these brands 
and their plans did a close conversation 
with the MD of Corpbite Mr Jagdish 

With almost 20 years experience in 
hospitality Jagdish started my career 
from ITC group of the hotel in India. 
He also worked as Food & Beverage 
Manager in the Middle East. Jagdish 
came back to India with a long vision 
to establish his own food brands. After 
receiving quite applaud for his work 
in this sector, he started his company 
named Corpbite.

Please tell us something about 
Corpbite and its Philosophy?

We are known as the best fast-
growing leading catering company in 
India. Our devotion and commitment 
to providing quality and maintainability 
have earned us a faithful audience, one 
that keeps on becoming dependent on 
excited referrals. We have conquered 
any hindrance between the land, the 
ocean, and your table. We have 11 
brands under the mother brand called 
as Corpbite, brand outlets are Chotu 
Chaiwalah, Chaat House, Unlimited 24, 
Kebab24, Pizza 69, Motilal Bhaturewala, 
Chak de Punjab, minimal Idle, Burger 
bomb, Chaap Shaap, Oye-Hoye chaat, 
and sweet house 

Other than having the outlets we 
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likewise deal in Corporate Digital 
Catering, Corporate Catering, Corporate 
Parties, Wedding Catering, Outlet 
Catering, Event Catering, Theme 
Catering, Niche Catering, Cocktail 
Catering, Birthday and Anniversary, 
Private Parties. 

Our goal is to give numerous brands, 
each with a one of a kind idea and at 
an extremely reasonable cost.

What’s your unique Marketing 
Strategy?

All Our brands have a cutting 
edge idea of showcasing as opposed 

to going for the old techniques like 
flyer circulation, we decided to target 
online stages like social media, web 
journals, e-papers, and e-magazines 
and to pull in the crowd we additionally 
arrange different food festivals where 
we welcome food critics, YouTubers 
blogger for food tasting.

There is a lot of Competition 
around!!! What do you do 
to make sure you get your 
audience?

So we by and by accept regardless of 
how extraordinary your advancements 
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procedures are however in the event 
that your administration is poor nothing 
is going to work so our fundamental 
centre is consistently to give the best 
degree of administration, where the 
client feels spoiled with best quality 
nourishment at truly moderate costs, we 
generally attempt to locate the most ideal 
method for limiting the expense so we 
can make it pocket-accommodating to  
our client.

How do you ensure to keep your 
dishes different and special in 
your restaurant?

Our dishes and vibe make our image 
remarkable. For instance one of our 
outlets, 

Chotu chaiwallah offers 35 
assortments of chai incorporates self-
created chai which are the most adored 
variation by the client like mardo wali 
chai, pyaar mohabbat wali chai, mummy 
kai hath wali chai with the strong feel 
like old-style chai slow down dhaba 
with old television where individuals 
appreciate watching old advert and 
Doordarshan and mainstream show of 
the 70s-80s like chitre haar, rangoli.. 

Chaat house is where you can get a 
wide range of well-known talks from all 
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your associates or your companions, 
you’ll get everything.

According to you what is the 
USPs of Corpbite?

Our USP is the sort of administration 
and nourishment we give. Displaying 
the whole of India with various outlets 
however under one rooftop isn’t simple. 
We attempt that from our nourishment 
to our administrations everything is first 
class with an astonishing reasonable 
value go.

What is your investment plan? 
Do you have any plans to go 
any other city?

Today we are offering our franchise on 
fofo and foco model both and offering 
for pan India. 

Our franchise fees is from 2lac to 5lac
Franchise setup cost is 8lac to 45lac
Area required from 150sqft to 2500 

sqft.
Also, we offer a complete solution 

for a food court.

What’s next?
We strictly follow 2 things. Maintain 

and improve existing restaurant and 
expansion ( pan India) for company 
growth.. q

over India under one rooftop like the 
renowned bin visit from Lucknow, bhel 
from Mumbai, allo tikki talk of Delhi, 
lakhaan pur de bhalle papdi talk from j 
and k, and so forth. We attempt to show 
individuals India under one rooftop.

Who are your target customers 
for your Restaurant?

We have everything for everybody. 
Regardless of their age, whether you’re 
18 years of age or 65 years of age, 
you’ll certainly wind up adoring some 
outlet of corpbite. We do focus on 
the wide scope of the target crowd. 
Regardless of in the event that you 
need to accompany your family, with 


